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The PHRASES Neuro-Coprocessor Cost Effective Handwriting Recognition

for Personal Digital Assistant
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94453 Limeil_Brevannes cedex (France)

In the context of dynamic handwriting recognition, i. e.
handwriting acquired from pen motion, w€ present the PHRASES

system. It geneiates a cost effective handwriting recognizer:s chip
uling an artificial Neural Network symbol classifier that is
backed up by a dictionary search at word Ievel. It uses the chip-
synthesiJ el-Ue methodology to produce embeddable implementations
which are tuned to application specific requirements such as the
resolution of the input tablet or the dictionary size.

1. INTRODUCTION

The race for portable intelligent
devices aimJ-ng at the mass consumer
market has started. The customers of
these PerEonal Digital AgsiEtants
(PDA) and Smart CardE, expect low
price, small size and long batterY
life. They also expect intuitive use,
stressing the need for handwriting
recognition in particular. However,
products offered today on the market
yield poor recognition score with a
speed 6e1ow the acceptable levell).

Much progress have to be made. The
strategy is straightforward : it is
based upon the use of Precise
vocabularies, indeed even of simple
grammars in restricted contexts, to
remove the ambiguities that remain at
stroke Ieve1. These imProvements
require more real-time computing power
that can be offered by general purpose
30 MIPS controllers.

This has motivated the design of
several dedicated circuits that can be
used for speeding up symbol reco-
gnition or dict ionary search 2't .

However, these off-the-shelf circuits
implement at most one out of the tasks
that build up a complete reco€tnition.
They are actually designed process
several thousands characters per
second. The extra hardware cost that
must be paid for such a speed is
accept.able for institutional markets,
musE be drastically reduced Lo address
consumer electronics where low price,

PC-4-8

hence chips count, is at a Premium.
The solution relies in Providing

scalable recognizers that may fit on
chip with the core Processor of a
Deeply Embedded system. This integra-
tion achieves a price effective one-
chip solution, with excellent MIPS-per-
watt ratings.

within this framework, this PaPer
describes the PHRASES Project. It
relies on the ALMA3) synthesis-based
methodology to generate components for
handwriting recognition in a vast range
of consumer products. However, the core
market of PHRASES is focused on the
Personal Digital Assistants, to which
it offers a much better recognition
score and speed at the expense of a few
mm2 of silicon. As an example, the base
version reaches a 50 acceleration
factor over an PC486 DX33 imPle-
mentation. This is obtained for less
than 25 mm2 in 0.8 pm technology.

2. ARCHITECTT'RE

In contrast to of-the-shelf
circuits to date, PHRASES chip includes
aIl or part of the time-consuming
recognition tasks. Each component has
been identified from a quantitative
analysis of the handwriting recognition
software that has been developed at
IrEP4) . The generic architecture is
shown in figure 1. It consists of the
composition of synchronoust processing
elements that cooperate using an
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asynchronous interface protocol. Thestrel:gths of this micro_pipelinedarchitecture are particulariy' irnpor_t,ant f or generating an embed.daUf eprocessor implementation which istuned to the requirements 
"f aspecific application.

The complete subsystem receivessegments of the 'r eLectronic ink,, thatis issued by the handwriting
3cquisition module. It returns thelist of words of a vocabul-ry- thatmost closely match the sudmittedinput .

2.7. Ink preprocessing
The electroni-c ini< consists of aflow of variable length vectors of(x, y) coordinates representing the

!T"j ectory of the pen. As shown inf igure t (a) , a preliriinary processi.ng_element resamples and lescafes- theinput _symbol before submitti"g it tothe classif ication stage. It al_lowsthe user to write as bi-g and as f astas he wants.

2.2 . Symbol classification
The out,puts of the preprocessing

module are candidate symLoli thai aresubmitted t,o the classif ier. Thiscomponent is based upon a nRadial
Basis Functions " aigorithm forIearning and recognitioi vectors ofcoordinates . LearnEa symbols, 

".1f"aprototl4les, are stored. in memory asvectors of (x, y) coordinates. Therecognit,ion mode is illust,rated infigure 1 (b) . rt returns the N classesof symbol s that best mat,ch theincoming candidat,e.

2.3 . Dictionary SearchThe nexL component of PHRASESl-ocalizes the wor&s of a vocabularythat. most closely match t.he ""q"".r""of symbols that is delivereJ n=y 
- 
tfr"recognizer. A preliminary 'word

composer uses the act,ivit.ieJ of Lhe

recognized symbols to build up the listof the most probable c"rrdidate words .The mono-processing version canlocalize up to 40 ilords per - 
second.within a list of 40 000 re-ferences.This . component is ful1ycascadables) and can have severalchildren as illustrated in figur" f (.) .

3. CHTP SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGY

Each processing element isdescribed usin_g ALMA t-hat supports thesynthesis of control -dominated
applications, and that is a front-endof CAD packages, such as COMpASS designautomation that was invoked to generatetl. examples of this paper. ffie inputof the description ot- a proces"Lrrg
el-ement made of a Finite state plachinE
and a Data-path3). The output is alayout. Itre:sEructure of the b"i"_pathis explici.tly d.escribed bt'-th"designer, given a library of jeneric
resources tha_t range from simple logicgates to complex functional units suchas a DRAM controller. The behavior isdescribed by 3. "."q,r.ffi"*,without any explicit timing ,"i"rErr"".User -can specify Ioops, conditional
branches and subprogrims.

PHIDl (25 mm2)

Fig. 2 : Layout
(cos

PH4D3 (S5 mm2)

of PHlDL and pH4D3
0.8 prm)

I

I Pre-process
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Table 1 : PHRASES reeults for the pH1D1 and pH4D3 chips(a) substitution edit-distance only, (b) substitution, insertion edit-digEancee

4 . RESUIJTS

We have synthesized. the layouts of
two chips. They implement the pre-
processirg, symbol classification and
dictionary stages, from the following
specifications :* 4096 x 4096 points input

tablet i* upper and lower characters
(success rate* 40 000 words dictionary.

In the f igure 2, PHLDI_ exem-plifies a low-cost circuit with one
symbol classifier and one dictionary
unit. PH4D3 uses four classifiers and
three dicLionary units that can work
in parallel.

Table 1 displays the posiLion of
PHl"Dl- and PH4D3 with respect to
existing chips. ZISC, Nit-OOO and
Galatea are symbol classifiers Apt_G92)
is a high performance chip for
spelling correction.

Performance figures of two software
implementations, that originate from
our divisions, are given as a
reference. They were measured on the
same data set that was used for the
PHRASES' chips . Due to the lack of awidely accepted benchmark, the
performances of the other circuits are
only estimated.

The results of PHLDi- and pH3D4 show
that the hardware functions are small
enough for being integrated on one
chip with a core processor. For
example, the size of pHLDt_ is less
than 25 mm2 in 0.8 pm technology. per
contra, the throughput has been
reduced. However, the performances
correspond to what is expected for on-
line handwriting recognition.
Moreover, the results show that the
structural parameters may be used to
adapt the recognition to theapplication. This is a key issue for

designing a deeply embedded system.

5 . CONCLUSId\I

This paper presented integratable
functions for handwriting recognition
in the context of embedded systems.
Results and comparisons with of-the-
shelf circuits as well as with high-end
software implementations are encoura-
ging. They demonstrate the strengths of
the slmthesis method of ALMA that
giuarantees actual silicon implemen-
tat ion of parameterized architectures .

Eventually we shaIl use the
acceleration that is obtained at symbol
and word levels to tackle the syntactic
analysis of short sentences in
restricted specialisation domains. A
first target application is identified
for hospital admittance forms.
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